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About This Game

⭐Retro battle Arcade 2D in pixel art style.⭐
⭐Chaos and Fun!⭐

⭐An interesting combat system:
You have to gain and maintain your Combo Points. Heroes gain more and more powerful attack skills, to improve your

efficiency and enemy elimination style. Combo Points level also improves your score bonus at the end of a level.

⭐Travel to fabled world of 8-bit and 16-bit era in search of adventure. You will take a role of one of the Star Hunters. The Stars
in this world are valuable treasures, but don’t forget that you are not the only hunter here, other hunters are not slumbering.

⭐This combat arcade will help you to return memoires of classical retro games with numerous adventures.
You will meet many different enemies and dangerous bosses; beautiful pixel art, good music and sound effects.

⭐Big choice of Heroes, each with their own unique weapons and abilities. The faster you kill the enemies the higher is your
Combo Level the more powerful abilities will be at your disposal.

⭐Global Hall of Fame with highscore table. Compete against players from all over the world, beat everyone and become a
champion!

⭐FEATURES:
☆ Retro style gameplay

☆ Simple and intuitive controls
☆ Choose from a variety of different characters
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☆ Each character has its own unique abilities.
☆ Upgrade your weapons with combo points.

☆ Many different levels.
☆ Levels are made in the platformer style as well as the runner style.
☆ Records tables: compete against players from all over the world.

☆ Beautiful pixel art.

⭐If you like retro games, 2D arcade pixel art, then this combat arcade game is for you!

⭐Have a good game!⭐
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Publisher:
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Cant pass level 17? ive tried this level like a million times and the end wont let me pass onto the next level.
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